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We plan to upgrade SWOSUs current equipment that 
is used to connect to OFFN with hardware that can 
fully utilize the speed of OFFN. The current hardware 
is missing a few parts needed to work at the full 
speed of OFFN. We are planning to replace SWOSUs 
current PerfSONAR hardware as we are currently 
used outdated hardware than what is recommended. 
This will allow us to make more accurate readings 
and to test with PerfSONAR at maximum allowed 
speeds. With a higher performing PerfSONAR server 
we will be able to establish performance metrics 
which will tell us if problems are occurring on the 
network between us and other PerfSonar nodes. We 
will additionally be adding a server that will be able to 
facilitate the high speed data transfers that OFFN 
allows. 
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Science DMZs like OFFN enable High performance 
computing and scientific research in new way that was not 
possible before. By enabling the high speed transfer of 
research datasets we enable researchers to solve the big 
problem and to allow students to gain experience in the 
computer networking field. 
Why is this Important 
A Science DMZ network is different from a home or office 
network designed for accessing the internet. A Science DMZ 
is designed to be less restrictive to allow for high speed data 
transfers that are common with scientific and high 
performance computing. This type of network is usually 
segregated from an institutions internal network either by 
hardware or with firewall rules. 
How a Science DMZ Different 
According to the official PerfSONAR website, "perfSONAR is 
a widely-deployed test and measurement infrastructure that is 
used by science networks and facilities around the world to 
monitor and ensure network performance." PerfSONAR is 
used to detect problems the can cause congestion, diagnose 
configuration errors, and find faulty hardware. Data collected 
from PerfSONAR is analyzed to determine how to manage the 
network for best performance. 
What is PerfSONAR 
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The OneOklahoma Friction Free Network or OFFN is 
research network that allows connected institutions to 
do research which have high bandwidth requirements 
and would be hampered by firewalls used by typical 
networks that connect to the internet. The OFFN 
network is built on a 10 Gigabits per second 
connection (Gbps) which is operated by OneNet who is 
the internet provider for schools and research 
institutions. To visualize how fast 10 Gbps is imagine 
you download a movie from iTunes, for example Thor: 
Ragnarok is 4.93 Gigabytes. If we where to transfer a 
file this it over a 10 Gbps connection it would be done 
in less than 5 seconds. For science datasets which 
may be 10 or more Terabytes would take days to 
transfer over the open internet. However, when 
transferred over OFFN this dataset could transferred in 
a couple of hours. 
What is OFFN 
The OneOklahoma Friction Free Network (OFFN) is 
a Science DMZ network that is designed with the 
purpose of enabling collaboration between high 
performance computing centers and higher learning 
institutions from across the state of Oklahoma. OFFN 
allows researchers the ability to transfer datasets at 
speeds faster than a standard internet connection by 
allowing direct connections to servers on OFFN by 
not having to deal with firewalls. We use PerfSonar 
to measure the performance of OFFN. A PerfSonar 
testing server is needed on each OFFN node to 
monitor the health of the network as a whole. 
PerfSonar can perform response testing, data 
throughput, packet loss, and one-way latency testing 
to determine if there is a issue on the network which 
could cause problems for the large data transfers 
across the OFFN network and the researchers who 
utilize it. 
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